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A Dissent at Athens ca 424-421 B.C. 

A Ian L. Boegehold 

THE AIM OF THIS ESSAY is to draw attention to a dissent that is 
perceptible as an echo or resonance in writings of Thucydides, 
Aristophanes, and Euripides. Its nuclear form is a short, allitera

tive sentence, viz. 7TOVWV 7TavUl.v/-t€(}a, and it is a way of saying, "Let's 
stop the war." It owes its form to poetry from the past and to various 
rhetorical exaltations of 7T()voS" during the Archidamian War. The rhet
oric presupposed an understanding, proverbial among Greeks, that 
you must work to get the good things of life.1 

Some rhetorical uses of 7T()voS" have been noted in modern studies.2 

In the present essay, we shall see that its sense can vary in context. 
'Toil' can denote war (hardship and horrors), or battle (a glorious 
thing), and so 1TOVOS" can be the ostensible point at issue in any 
speech-no matter whether for or against-where the subject is really 
war. 

Likewise, even in a tragedy whose dramatic date, formal structure, 
and characters are a long way from the Archidamian War, an Athe
nian audience upon hearing debate over panos at the same time a 
real war was going on would make a whole complex of associations. 
In Euripides' Suppliants there is debate concerning an Athenian com
mitment to decisive action outside Athenian boundaries. The action, 
which clearly involves risks and hard work, is cited in the language of 
the playas a 7TOVOS". Accordingly those who oppose the enterprise 
deplore 7TOVOL, while those who support it invoke the traditional 

1 The notion is ubiquitous. To cite a very few examples: Epicharmos 36 D-K, TWV 

7TOVWV 7TWAOVCTtV 7]p,tV 7T(bm Tlxyaff oi BEGi; Aesch. Pers. 742: Antiphon the Sophist 
49 D-K (359.2)~ Democritus 157, 182 D-K~ Pind. 01. 10.23~ Soph. Phil. 1419-22. c.r 
Hes. Op. 289. See also K. J. Dover, Greek Popular Morality in the Time ol Plato and 
Aristotle (Berkeley 1974) 163. 

2 For 7TI)VO~ as patriotic directive, see John Finley, "Euripides and Thucydides," 
HSCP 49 (938) 45-46 (= Three Essays on Thucydides [Cambridge (Mass.) 1967] 
27-28)~ also V. Ehrenberg, "Polypragmosyne: A Study in Greek Politics," JHS 67 
(947) 53-54: J. de Romil\y, Thucydide et l'imperialisme athenien (Paris 1951) 119-21; 
G. Zuntz, The Political Plays of Euripides (Manchester 1955) 18. The dissent has not to 
my knowledge been identified heretofore as a particularly formulated and pointed 
expression. G. Grossman, Polifische Schlagworter aus der Zeit des peloponnesischen Krie
ges (ZUrich 1950), does not include ponos among the Schlagworter he identifies and 
discusses. 
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wisdom. The debate is similar to one that can be supposed to have 
taken place at Athens ca 424-421 B.C. 

, 
7TO"O~ 

Most Greeks knew, or at least had heard, that ponos (pain, trou
ble, toil) was the price of greatness. With ponoi one could hope for all 
that was good in life, victory in battle, victory at Pan hellenic games, 
or even-to take a single spectacular case, that of Herakles-god
hood. At the same time, when parents, guardians, poets, or generals 
invoked ponoi as a necessary condition of a projected victory or desir
able state of being, one usually saw beforehand the larger outlines of 
the requisite labor. An athlete could expect long gruelling work at 
practice and training before the supreme labor of the contest itself. A 
seasoned warrior knew about fear, exhaustion, wounds, and despair 
before battle. Citizens of a state at war understood more and more 
clearly, as time went on and as their own people both gave and re
ceived injury, what kinds of ponoi continuation of war entailed. 

In wartime rhetoric, panos has a place whose ambivalence Thucydi
des adumbrates early in his history. Corinthians at an assembly of Pel
oponnesians say that Athenians "toil on in trouble and danger all the 
days of their life" (IUTa 7TOVWV ... !-WxfJo1)(n, 1.70.8), and then at a 
second assembly they say to their allies, "It is your heritage to win 
excellence from toil" (EK TWV 7TOVWV Ta~ &pETa~ KTlicrfJaL, 1.123.1). 
Perikles in his Funeral Oration reminds his audience that their an
cestors left them an empire not without toil (OVK &7TOVW~, 2.36.2). 
Then he praises Athenian facilities for recreation (TeOV 1TOVWV &va-
7TaVA.a~, 2.38.1) and judges his compatriots superior to their enemies 
by reason of their spontaneous approach to rigors of war. They do 
not have to practise them beforehand (Pl!-fJv~ ~A.A.ov 11 7TOVWV 
IUA.ET[I, 2.39.4). In his last speech, he stresses the importance and 
benefits of panos in a remarkably concentrated way (2.62-64~ see 
in/ra). 

It is not surprising to find panos being held up now as a good 
thing, now as bad, for the word in different contexts designates 
different sorts of feelings. It can be a specific bodily pain, resulting 
from disease, as in Thucydides 2.49.3, or a straining effort that wins 
renown and glory, as in Euripides' Herac/es (357). In an expansion of 
this latter sense, some Athenians-notably Perikles-made ponos an 
undertaking their compatriots should be proud to assume, not, how
ever, with a view to acquisition of excellence. It was a precise direc
tive to continue doing what had to be done to win the war at hand. 
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This was the form in which the word subsequently came to be a 
"commonplace of national rhetoric."3 But for a while during the 
Archidamian War, there were dissenters. 

Thucydides' Testimony at 5.16.1 
Thucydides, in assessing reasons for the willingness of various 

parties to make peace in 421 B.C., says Nikias wanted inter alia to put 
an immediate end to pain and toil (i.e. war) both for himself and for 
his fellow citizens: f30vA.of..'Evo~ ... E~ TE TO aVTiKa 7TOVWV TrE7Tavu(Jat 
Kat aVTO~ Kat TOV~ 7ToA.iTa~ 7TaVUat (5.16.1). The formulation, almost 
epigrammatic, shows by arrangement and choice of words that read
ers are expected to pause and reflect on substance before going on. 
Note the chiastic order, TrE7Tavu(Ja/, ... av7'o~ ... TO~ 7ToAiTa~ 7Tav

uat, and play on different aspects and voices of 7TaVEtV, also the 
alliteration in p and an irregular succession of medial t and s sounds 
that slow reading. As for choice of words, TrOVWV 7TE7Tavu(Jat has 
strong associations with poetic and rhetorical diction. 

Why does Thucydides compose so carefully here? Why use a 
phrase like 7T0 vw v 7TE7Tavcr(Jat that is originally from the Greek poetic 
vocabulary? That it does indeed derive from earlier poetry can be 
shown with a few examples. Homeric heroes, in formulaic descrip
tion, made due sacrifices to the gods. Then after they had finished 
that task and had had a feast prepared, they would dine: Iliad 1.467 et 

I ," I I I ~ '" /~ I , h ' a ., E7TEt 7TavuaVTO 7TOVOV TETVKOVTO TE uatTa uatVVVT, W ere 7TOVO~ 
is the work of making sacrifice~ elsewhere Homer equates 7TOVO~ with 
,.wXTJ (see LSJ9 s. v. 1.1). Mimnermos 12 (West) commiserates Heli
os, who has toil for his lot all his days, and there is no rest for him or 
" h' h ' I ""\ ,,, , ,~ I , lor IS orses: TJEA.W~ f..'EV yap El\.aXEV TrOVOV TJJ.UX.Ta 7TaVTa OVuE 7TOT 
&.p,Travut~ yivETat OV8Ep,La. Theognis 1323 asks Aphrodite to end his 
suffering: KV7TPOYEVTJ 7Tavuov f..'E 7TOVWV. Medea tells Jason not to try 
to enter her house: 7TaVUat 7TOVOV Tov8' (Eur. Med. 1319). In Hippo
lytus (189-90) the nurse declares that there is no respite from toil 
(KOVK [un 7TOVWV aV&7TaVUt~) in the painful life of humanity. 

In early Greek poetry, therefore, ponos could be work toward a 
welcome end such as preparing for a sacrifice, or grim, as in war. 
Consequently, in varying circumstances, to have ceased from 7TOVWV 
could be to have finished preparing a sacrifice or to have stopped 
fighting a battle (II. 21.137), or to have put aside an onerous, as-

3 So Zuntz (supra n.2). See Lys. 2.55, Hypereides 6.26, and Lycurg. 82. I stress the 
word 'subsequently' in contrast to Zuntz. It takes time for a word to become a com
monplace; before that happens, there must be a season (even if short) of freshness. 
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signed chore (Soph. Ant. 414). The phrase can also mean 'to have 
died' (Eur. Tro. 524, Cresphontes 449 N.~ ef Ale. 938, 1TOA.'AWv 8e 
~X(Jwv EVKAET,t; E1TavuaTo,) 

The phrase that combines a form of 1TaVEtV and a genitive singular 
or plural of 1TOvOt; is, as we see, well established in poetic vocabulary. 
It is also possibly ambiguous. Context, and in addition in some cases 
an adjacent qualifying word or phrase, define 1TovOt;. Otherwise hear
ers may not know exactly what is intended.4 When Thucydides plays 
with variations on the phrase, using general context and the particu
lar name, Nikias, as guides to meaning, he assumes his readers know 
which 1TOVOC. he means. Nikias wanted to be free right away of the 
war, and he wanted to give his compatriots ease from the war. There 
was no need for Thucydides to explain further. 1TOVWV 1TE1Tavu(Jac. 
carried all the possible other directions noted supra, while simulta
neously conveying what Nikias wanted, perhaps more or less in his 
own words. An old formula carried new weight when utilized as a 
slogan during the later years of the Archidamian War. 

Aristophanes' Testimony 
In Aristophanes' Knights the chorus yearns, "If ever there is peace, 

and if ever we cease from toils, don't begrudge us our long hair and 
clean-scraped bodies" (579-80): 

~ "" " , (J 'rIV 1TOT Etp'rlV'rI 'YEV'rITaC. Kac. 1TOVWV 1Tavuw,.u a, 
/-LT, cp(Jove'i,(J' -r,Jiiv KOJ.LWUC. /-L'rI8' a1TEuTAE'Y'YC.U/-LEVOC.t;. 

Aristophanes in 424 in a play about Kleon and the Athenian demos 
(and Nikias and Demosthenes?) gives his chorus of knights essen
tially the same phrase Thucydides uses in summarizing Nikias' aspira
tions in 421.5 Note that Tiv ... 1TOVWV 1Tavuw,.u(Ja is a metaphorical 

4 See e.g. Cresphontes 449 N.: "For we should meet and mourn man as he is being 
born, all the bad things he enters upon. But the man who at last has died and is now 
released from toil (TOil fj' uv (JUIIOIlTa KUt 7TOIIWII 7TE7TUV,."EIIOII) we should send happily 
and with our blessings out of his house." The phrase 7TOIIWII 7TE7TUV,."EIIOII metaphorical
ly restates TOil (JUIIOIlTa, and both here and in Knights 579-80 7TUVUUU(JUt 7TOIIWII 

would perhaps not be clear without the first half of the line. f;r Eur. Tro. 260-70, 
where 7TOIIWII seems to be the correct reading (u. von Wilamowitz, Griechische Vers
kunSf [Berlin 19211 556-57 n.1); Soph. Trach. 1170-78, where Herakles recognizes 
that the J.Wx8wII AVU"t~ that was foretold for him and that he had misunderstood turned 
out to mean his death. There is no obvious reason to connect 7TOIIWII 7TE7TUV,."EIIOII in 
Cresphontes with debate over continuation of the Archidamian War, especially in view 
of uncertainties about the date of the play. Euripides may have written it when forms 
of 7TUVW with 7TOIIOV/WII had no political overtones; c.f Med. 1319. 

5 We cannot be sure that Athenians recognized Nikias and Demosthenes behind the 
masks of Slaves A and B, nor that it was Aristophanes' intention that they should do 
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restatement of ";;v 7TOT' EiprlVTI ')'E VTI Tat, so there can be no doubt 
about the sense of 7TOVWV.6 Known Athenians wanted a cessation of 
hostilities and expressed their want in this short, alliterative way. 
Nikias and people sympathetic to him and his positions-many of 
these were knights-may have said it often and emphatically in oppo
sition to a variety of motions, tactics, or proposed strategies that 
appeared to be prolonging the war unnecessarily. Aristophanes there
fore uses it as a characteristic current utterance. Thucydides with this 
in mind commemorated the phrase years later when he looked back 
and wrote about Nikias. 

Two uses of ponos in Wasps could have sparked associations with 
dissent. At Wasps 466 W 7TOV~ 7TOVTlPE KOI-LTlTaI-LVVI.a could be con
strued, "You long-haired Amynias, vile by reason of 'ponos' [which 
you everlastingly ask to be relieved from]." And at 684-85 Bdely
kleon tells his father, "If someone gives you three obols, you are 
content, obols that you yourself acquired by marching and fighting on 
land and besieging, by having done a lot of work" (7TOUa 7TOV7}(Ta~). 
Aristophanes' Peace 918-21 is also relevant. Trygaios has rescued 
Peace, and he brags, "I Trygaios from Athmone, deserve a lot from 
you. I rid the folk and the farm population of dreadful sufferings, and 
I stopped Hyperbolos' clock": 7ToAAWV yap vlJi,v a~w~ TpvyatO~ 'A(J
/-LOVEll<; E')'W BELVWV a7TaAAaga~ 7TOVWV TOV BTI~TTlV O/-LLAOV Kat TOV 
YEWPYLKOV AEWV 'Y7TEp/30AOV TE 7TaV(Ta~. The play, produced in 421, 
celebrates the Peace of Nikias. Trygaios' words-and indeed the sub
stance of what he says-are like the hope attributed by Thucydides 
5.16 to Nikias. 

Euripides' Suppliants 

Since there are no external indices to the time when Euripides 
wrote and produced Suppliants, historians of literature depend on 
whatever internal evidence they can establish. Among approaches 
that this limited body of material makes possible, comparison of 
metrical characteristics with those of other Euripidean plays has been 
judged promising, as has search for historical episodes that might 

so; cf K. J. Dover, CR N.S. 9 (1959) 198. See however A. H. Sommerstein, CQ N.S. 
30 (980) 46-47, who argues from Knights 85ff that the non-drinking slave was meant 
to represent Nikias. Editors and commentators, in any case, have long recommended 
the identification. Thucydides' way of characterizing Nikias' hopes at 5.16 may be a 
clue that Aristophanes wanted Athenians to think of Nikias at Knights 579. 

6 c.r Ar. Lys. 1054, Kav 7TOT' Eiprl"'YI cPavfj, where presumably the reinforcing dis
sent 7TOVWV 7TavCTw/-U9a vel sim. no longer had a point. 
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have inspired elements of the story. There have also been attempts 
to detect Aristophanic echoes and historical persons behind the dra
matic masks.7 

The historical episode most generally accepted as an item of evi
dence is an Athenian defeat near Delion in 424. Its immediate after
math may provide a terminus post quem for the play. After that battle, 
the Thebans would not let the Athenians pick up their dead, unless 
the Athenians left the temple they had fortified at Delion. The Athe
nians refused, and it was not until they had lost the temple in battle a 
short time later that the Thebans allowed them to pick up their dead 
from the earlier fight. At one point, an Athenian herald on his way to 
seek permission from the Thebans met a Theban herald on his way 
to the Athenians. The Theban told him to turn back and wait until 
he, the Theban, had transacted his own business (Thuc. 4.97.2). 
Inasmuch as the action in Euripides' Suppliants arises from the The
ban refusal to let Argive mothers recover and bury husbands and 
sons who died attacking Thebes, and there is a scene of heralds from 
opposed armies meeting in transit, it is a fair assumption that the play 
postdates the historical episode.8 

With this assumption in mind, we consider the chief relevant lines 
in Suppliants where ponoi are at issue. To begin with, the undertaking 
proposed by Adrastos and then by Aithra, namely that Athens per
suade or force Thebes to let the Argive women bury their sons, is 
designated a ponos (185-87, cf. 316-19, 342, 345, 393-94). Next, 
Aithra, in urging Theseus to undertake that ponos, says, "Do you see 
how your city, when mocked for rashness, looks at her mockers with 
a glittering eye? Your city grows in her toil," Ell yap 'TOt", 7TOllO(.O'"tlJ 
avgETCu (321-23). Later, the chorus of Argive women sings that pious 
work is a beautiful monument for cities: KaAoll 8' ayaAJ..W. 7TOAEO'"('ll 

7 E. B. Ceadel, "Resolved Feet in the Trimeters of Euripides and the Chronology of 
the Plays," CQ 35 (I941) 75, argues from a proportion of resolved iambic feet to total 
number of iambic feet that the play was written in 424/3, but that certain political 
allusions in the play suggest a production date of 42110. T. B. L. Webster, The Trage
dies of Euripides (London 1967) 16-17, (:f. 2ft', argues for a date before 423. Cf other 
literature cited by C. Collard, Euripides Supplices I (Groningen 1975) 10-14,438, with 
his review and assessment of major arguments. 

8 Most scholars who have expressed an opinion agree that Euripides composed and 
produced Suppliants from one to four years after the events at Delion. Some, however 
(e.g. H. D. F. Kitto, Greek Tragedy: A Literary Study [1961] 225), feel there is no 
necessary connection between events at Delion and the composition of the play. Col
lard lists the dates suggested by twenty-eight authorities. Of these, only Macurdy 
(420119), Wecklein (418/7), and Schmid (417116) opt for later dates. Collard himself 
concludes that Euripides composed Suppliants late in 424 and produced it in 423. For 
the purposes of the present essay, it will be assumed that Euripides composed and 
produced Suppliants some time during the years 424-421. 
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EvuEf3~r; 1Tovor; (373). Next, the Theban herald rebukes Theseus: 
"Your city customarily busies itself with too much," and Theseus 
replies, "The city in fact by virtue of hard toil is very happy." TOLyap 

1Tovovua 1Toua 1TOAA' EvBatf.,WVEL (576-77). Then Adrastos speaks an 
epitaph over the fallen heroes in which he seems to address himself to 
all mankind. He asks: "Why do you acquire spears and arrange each 
other's slaughter? Stop. Give up your toil, and in peace with peaceful 
men watch over your cities. Life is a little thing. You must pass 
through it as easily as you can, and not with toil" (950-54): 

Ti KTau8E AO'Yxar; Kat KaT' aAA~AWV qx)VO~ 
'(J (J , (J" \ \ ' \ ' i: ' Tt EU E; 1Tavuau . a~~a ~YJ':.aVTE<; 1TOVWV 

aO"TYJ cpVAaUO"E(J' TiUVXOt J.tE(J' T,a-UXwv.9 

UJ.tLKPOV TO XP71J.ta TOV f3Wv. TOVTOV BE XPY, 
w" {x!.UTa Kat J.tY, uVV 1T()VOt" BtEK1TEpav. 

In all these instances, ponos is an exertion, commitment, or toil 
that is political and therefore debatable. Theseus and Aithra speak 
pro, Adrastos and the Theban herald contra. In other Euripidean 
plays of the same general era (viz. Medea, Hippo!ytus, Heraclidae, 
Heracles, Andromache, and Hecuba) ponos is not debated and the 
word is not invested with political ambivalence.1o 

A Historical Context 

In summer 425 there was reason for Athenians to consider ways of 
making peace. Thucydides writes that Messenians from Naupactus 
"began a series of incursions into Laconia, which their common dia
lect rendered most destructive. The Lacedaemonians, hitherto without 
experience of incursions or a warfare of the kind, finding the Helots 

91]UVXI.a is recognized as a word with strong political overtones. See R. A. Neil, The 
Knights of Aristophanes (Cambridge 1909) 208f. (f Ehrenberg (supra n.2). Collard 
notes the antithesis 7TOJJodijuvXOL at lines 324-25 but not here. 

10 In e.g. Herad 841, JUlI\L<; oE 7TCtJJTa 0PWVTE<; OVK eXTEP 7TOVWJJ hpetPal-U(J', where an 
attendant describes Athens' victory over Argos, contemporary patriotic rhetoric can 
conceivably be heard. There are other like instances in the plays just listed, but praise 
and deprecation of ponos, qua Athens at war, are not set in opposition. After 421 it is 
not clear that 7TaVELJJ + 7TovovlwJJ had political overtones. See Hel. 1075, 7TOJJOV<; yap 
OOi/-WVE<; 7Tavuovui /-WV, and Phoen. 437, 7TaVUaL 7TOJJWJJ I-U Kai UE Kat 7TCXUaJJ 7TOALIJ. 
Note, however, Tro. 524. The chorus in bitter hindsight address all the Trojans (now 
dead) who had flocked to the gate to see the wooden horse. They call these hapless 
folk 7TE7Tav~voL 7TOJJWJJ, "you who are now released from toil." What did Athenians 
think when they heard these words? Some of them had called out 7TOVWJJ 7Tavuw/-tE(Ja 
nine years before. Others had heard the phrase as resistance to their own position. 
There is a possibility of irony or double entendre here. This was 415, and many Athe
nians were assuming that their conquest of Sicily was as good as won, just a stepping 
stone in fact on the way to Africa. (f Schmid/Stahlin I 478 n.1. 
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deserting, and fearing the march of revolution in their country, began 
to be seriously uneasy, and in spite of their unwillingness to betray 
this to the Athenians began to send envoys to Athens, and tried to 
recover Pylos and the prisoners. The Athenians, however, kept grasp
ing at more, and dismissed envoy after envoy without their having 
effected anything" (4.41.2-4, transl. Crawley). Thucydides says 'Athe
nians', to be sure, but that complex citizenry was no closer to being 
monolithic here than anywhere else. Not every Athenian grasped for 
more. Some felt strongly that this would be a good time to stop. 

A. W. Gomme noted Aristophanes' Knights 794-96 as "a response 
to these offers of peace ... but obscure in meaning."l1 Not at all 
obscure, however, is the plea 7TOVWV 7T'avuw/LE(Ja as uttered by the 
knights at lines 579-80. That seems a clear echo of a response that 
some Athenians voiced to the repeatedly fruitless comings and goings 
of the Spartan ambassadors. 

At the beginning of spring 423, Athens and Sparta signed a one
year truce (Thuc. 4.117-19), and, after it ended, desisted more or 
less successfully from warfare until the Peace of Nikias in 421. Athe
nians could still have been arguing for or against ponos during these 
years. We assume in fact that they were. But such arguments began
as the evidence of Knights 579-80 suggests-between fall 425 (Mes
senian raids) and early 424. 

Thucydides' Testimony at 2.61-64 
We turn now to Perikles' last speech in Thucydides. Perikles ad

dresses his fellow citizens in a meeting of the ekklesia. They are 
angry with him for the war, for the plague, for discomfort. The year 
is 430. In the course of his speech he tells them: (1) 'I am the same 
man' (2.60-61.2). (2) 'You have changed' (61.2-61.4). (3) 'The 
pono; against which you protest are necessary ones. Endure' (62-64). 
In this last, Perikles brings up the word ponos over and over, as a 
brief enumeration shows. 

The very first words are TOV BE 7T'OVOV TOV KaTa TOV 7T'O'A.EJ.LOV 
(2.62.1). Note the portentous phrasing-"As for the toil of this war, 
what I have shown you many times on other occasions is enough. 
Your suspicion that it will grow bigger but that we shall not thereby 
be closer to winning is not right." Other exhortations follow: "On 
both counts, do not appear inferior to your fathers who secured with 
toil <JLETa 7T'ovwv) what you have. They did not receive it from oth-

11 A Historical Commentary on Thucydides III (Oxford 1956) 482 and 732. Cf Neil, ad 
1oc. 
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ers" (62.3). "It is reasonable that you support the honor your city 
receives from ruling, which you all enjoy, and not avoid the toil (!-'~ 
¢ElrYELlJ TOV<; 7TOlJOv<;)-or don't pursue the honors" (63.1). "You 
know that your city has a very great name in all the world because 
you do not yield to disasters, and because you most spend your 
bodies and your toil (aWJ.Lll'rll Kat 1T()VOV<; aV11AwKfvat) in war" 
(64.3). Finally, in emphatic position toward the end of the closing 
sentence, "Don't let yourselves be seen weighed down by your 
present toil" (TOt<; 7TapOV(Tl. 7TOlJOt<; /3apVlJo!-'ElJOt) (64.6). 

Perikles' appeals to toil are sometimes noted or explained by schol
ars as invocations of a kind of national motto.12 The explanation 
serves for the Epitaphios Logos, but in this last oration, where the 
incidence of one particular metaphor, that of ponDs, is so dense,13 we 
may want to consider other explanations. Suppose, for instance, that 
Athenians had started expressing dissatisfaction with the war as early 
as 430 with the sentence 7TOlJWlJ 7Tavuw!-'E(Ja.1 4 In that case, Perikles' 
insistence on ponoi could be interpreted as a deliberate challenge: 
"You say, 'Let's desist from toil'. I say 'Let's toil', and furthermore 
I'll say it over and over so that you don't misunderstand me." 

On the other hand, Thucydides may have taken a characteristic 
Periklean appeal and multiplied it with variations in this brief space 
because Perikles in Thucydides' mind was associated with ponos in all 
its senses, quite different from Nikias whom Thucydides associated 
with deprecation of ponos, at least its rhetorical applications during 
the Archidamian War. 

12 See Zuntz and de Romilly (supra n.2). 
1:1 Thucydides puts panos in the mouth of Perikles eight times, a high percentage of 

the total number of times the word appears in the history. Betant lists twenty instances 
in all, omitting ,"",Ha 1TOVWV at 2.62.3; M. H. N. von Essen, Index Thucydideus (Berlin 
1887) lists twenty-one. 

14 Slogans or catchwords sometimes had long lives. EU"{3avTEe; Ee; 'Tae; vaVe;, made up 
of common words, could be used every day in any city near water. At the same time, 
many years after the Persian Wars, the phrase had its own resonance. When an Athe
nian said EU"{3cXV'Tf'<; E<; 'Tae; vaVe; in any patriotic context, he was understood to be citing 
Salamis and Themistokles. Gomme (ad l. 74.2) says the phrase became trite, but Thu
cydides' repeated use of it may imply instead a continuing vigor of function. Cf. also 0 
1Toll.EI-We; iP7T"E'TW at Ar. Eq. 673. Neil comments: "It is an inference from this line and 
Lys. 129 that 0 7T"oll.EI-We; ip7T"Erw was a current phrase with the old and poetical EP7T"W 
... " Another possible example of longevity is Damon's epigrammatic "give the people 
their own." See Andoc. De reditu 17; Arist. Ath.Pol. 27.4, with G. Kaibel, Stil und Text 
der noll.mLa 'A9T/vaLwV (Berlin 1893) 184, and 1. E. Sandys, Aristotle's Constitution of 
Athells2 (London 1912) ad lac. Gomme notes a different coloring of EU"{3cXV'TEe; Ee; 'Tae; 
vaVe; at A th. Pol. 23.1, (the Council of the Areopagos) EVE{3i{3aU"Ev Ete; 'Tae; va Ve; , and his 
observation is apposite to this essay. C/ Grossman (supra n.2) 118-19, who cites 
Archidamos and Perikles using KamcbpovT/U"Le; in contrary ways. One way of identifying 
a catchword is to find instances where it is being used in such contrary ways. 
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Summary 

The following schematic reconstruction may be helpful in giving a 
sequence to words and events discussed here. 

430 (?): Perikles and other Athenians who believe in prosecuting 
the war praise ponos in its old and common metaphorical sense, 
namely that toil through which good things come to men. At the 
same time, ponos means the war in which they are presently engaged. 

Summer 425: Athenians take Sphacteria. Messenians begin raids on 
Laconia. Spartans begin to send ambassadors to Athens trying to 
negotiate a peace. The Athenians as a body reject these overtures, 
and their spokesmen, in arguing that they must continue to struggle, 
regularly appeal to ponoi, through which good things will come even
tually to Athens. A minority of Athenians would like to negotiate a 
peace. They answer rhetorical praise of ponoi with the words 1TOJlWJI 

1Tavcrw/."dJa, and in early 424 their dissent is included in Aristopha
nes' Knights. 

Fall 424: Athenians defeated at Delion are not allowed to pick up 
their dead. 

Some time after fall 424: Euripides composes Suppliants. He in
cludes debate for and against ponoi and transmutes as framework for 
his story events that followed the battle near Delion. 

Early 421: Aristophanes has Trygaios describe his service to Ath
ens. The vocabulary and substance of his claim are very much like 
the hope attributed by Thucydides to Nikias (5.16). 

After 404:15 Thucydides writing his history represents Perikles as 
urging Athens in 430 to accept and endure ponoi. At roughly the 
same time, Thucydides imbeds a counter-slogan 7rOJlWJI 7ravcrWf.l,E(Ja 
in his description of Nikias' hopes for peace in 421: he wanted 1TOJlWJI 

1TE1Tavcr(Jat Kat atho~ Kat TOV~ 7roA.ha~ 1Tavcrat. 

BROWN UNIVERSITY 

April, 1982 

15 See A. Andrewes, PCPA N.S. 6 (1961) 1-10, and A. W. Gomme, A. Andrewes, 
K. J. Dover, A Historical Commentary on Thucydides V (Oxford 1981) 384-444, esp. 
398-99. 


